CHANTA

THE WINERY

RED WINE
PODERE LA VIGNA -BRUNELLO DI
MONTACINO 2015 DOCG

100 bottle

From Tuscany in central Italy, Brunello enjoys a distinction as one of
Italy's most favored wines.Brunello ages well and is made totally from
Sangiovese grapes. The wine is bold, rich, and full-bodied. Red and
black fruit assertively grace the nose and palate.

MÁTÉ MANTUS MERLOT 2017

80 bottle

A Merlot with lots of blackberry and blueberry character with hints of
hazelnuts. Full body, soft tannins and a flavorful finish.

GUIDI 1929 CHIANTI CLASSICO
RISERVA 2017

75 bottle

An intense nose of spice introduces you to this fine Chianti Classico. Dry
and full-bodied, it features well-blended tannins and an invitation to pour
another glass.

GUIDI 1929 CHIANTI CLASSICO 2018
Garnet-red color. Intense, full and concentrated scent
with underblush and spices elements. Dry and fullbodied taste with well-blended tannins and a taste of
cherry.

DON GENARO MALBEC RISERVA 2016
This wine is characterized by its red fruit, and violets
aroma and mature plum mixed with berries flavor.A long
lasting trace of chocolate, vanilla, and cinnamon.

RICCHI RIBO GARDA CABERNET 2018
The colour is garnet with leather and tobacco perfume.
Aged for one year in the wooden barracks.

CASALBORDINO SINELLO MONTEPULCIANO
D'ABRUZZO 2017
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glass

Fragrant and fruity, persistent and intense with clear notes of
spices, liquorice and vanilla.

VEGA DEL RAYO RIOJA RESERVA 2012

47 bottle
17 glass

An intense wine, classically designed and crafted. Aromas of ripe red
berries with oak, raisin, cinnamon and spice. The palate is silky and
ample with layered complexity - more berry fruit, spice and liquorice
building to a meaty finish.

WHITE
50
17

RICCHI MERIDIANO GARDA CHARDONNAY

bottle
glass

This great Chardonnay is full of rich aromas and pleasant hints of exotic fruit and honey.

CA MONTEBELLO MOSCATO FRIZZANTE

42 bottle
15 glass

Straw yellow with golden reflections, the intense and fragrant floral
aromas are marked with apricot and peach blossoms. A delicate
captivating sweetness.

STINGRAY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC

40
14

bottle
glass

Complex aromas of passion-fruit, white peach, lemon zest and
gooseberry which enhances the minerality. There is an immediate
grapefruit carrying through with a good mid-palatte texture that
finishes with ripe acidity.

CALA NERA PROSECCO 750 ML

40

bottle

Light-bodied, vibrant, fresh, highly aromatic and crisp
wineDominant flavours typically include apple, honeysuckle,
peach, melon and pear.

PAROLVINI PROSECCO 187 ML

12

bottle

Straw yellow color, with fine and persistent perlage. Intense
flower fragrance, fruity, persistent and pleasing. Dry,
harmonious, round and spicy taste, with a pleasant aftertaste
of apple. Round and pleasantly balanced.

ROSE

MAISON BOUTINOT EDALISE COTES DE PROVENCE

40
14

bottle
glass

Offers delicate floral aromatics of orange blossom and mandarin.
Delightfully crisp and refreshing, as Provence rosé should be. Powdery
pink in colour, with notes of white peaches.

BEER

7

KONIG LUDWIG WEISSBIER
HEINEKEN
BUD LIGHT
BLUE MOON

